Abstract: An important goal in the design of controllers is the stability and performance robustness of the controlled system, seeking to avoid that modelling errors impair the performance or even the stability of the controlled system. To work with poor models may be a choice of the designer to avoid, for example, slow controlled system responses or may be the result of lack of explicit information to construct better models. One way to guarantee that robust control is achieved is to establish robustness barriers in the frequency domain, which the controlled system should not overcome, guaranteeing robustness when working in an allowed area. This paper presents the construction of the robustness barriers to be used in multivariable control system designs of an active suspension of a SUV, a light pick-up truck. Results are based on simulations and practical experiments with a real SUV, used to define the barriers. Results are presented and analysed.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the construction of the robustness barriers to be used in multivariable control system designs of an active suspension of a SUV, a light pick-up truck.
The design of every controller involves basically two main tasks: the determination of the controller structure to reach stability and the tuning of its parameters to guarantee a desired performance [Dailey, 1990] . When uncertainties in models and disturbances are taken into account, robust stability and performance are the end goal [Grimble, 1994] . Every model is an imperfect representation of a plant, process or system. To build models, it is necessary to admit simplifications and to neglect on purpose or not a number of factors. It is then clear that a controller designed to work with a certain nominal model may not work well or even fail for a different model or for the real system. In the control of automotive suspensions, to use models with a large number of Degree of Freedon is very common, but it is not trivial to guarantee the desirable matching of results of the theoretical model and the behavior of the real vehicle [Crivellaro et al., 2005] . Uncertainties in models may be faced by robust controllers [Ackermann et al., 1993] .
There is a large number of approaches for the synthesis of robust controllers, including also heuristic approaches [Rao and Prahlad, 1997] , [Stuts and Rochinha, 1997] and [Tsao, Y. J. and Chen, 2001] . One way to guarantee that robust control is achieved is to establish robustness barriers in This work was supported in part by FAPESP.
the frequency domain, which the controlled system should not overcome, guaranteeing robustness when working in an allowed area [Grimble, 1994] .
Generally speaking, any control system involving uncertainties can be put in the form shown in Fig. 1 , which is the basis for the controller design.
Fig. 1. Two Ports Configuration
The input vector u 1 in Fig. 1 stands for the exogenous signals acting upon the system; u 2 is the control input vector. The set of outputs y 1 is known as the performance output vector to be controlled and y 2 is the vector of the measurable outputs. Output y 3 and input u 3 are signals of the feedback looping for the representation of the uncertainty dynamics.
In Fig. 1 , the block in the middle represents the nominal plant to be controlled by the lower block, the controller. In Fig. 1 , the upper block is included to describe the model uncertainties.
System identification for the purpose of robust control design involves the estimation of a nominal model for the real system and also the uncertainty bounds of that nominal model via the use of experimentally measured input/output data [Hać 87 ), (Hać et al. 96) , (Ackermann, 1997) , (Odental et al. 1999) , (Hovrat, 1993) . Although many algorithms have been developed to identify nominal models, little effort has been directed towards identifying uncertainty bounds. A major contribution of this work is the development of methodologies for both nominal and multivariable uncertainty model identification.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS
In what follows, it is presented a summary of the robust control synthesis using the shaping approach following the lines from Skogestadt and Postlethwaite [1996] , where more detailed information can be retrieved.
Consider the classical closed-loop configuration presented in Fig. 2 , where K(s) is the controller transfer function and G(s) is the nominal plant transfer function. In this case, signals for the output disturbance d(s) and for the noise in the sensors n(s) were additionally introduced to verify the stability and performance robustness of the controlled system.
Fig. 2. Classical closed loop with noise and disturbances
In this figure r(s) is the command or reference signal and u(s) is the undisturbed control signal. The output signal is given by y(s) = y v (s)+d(s), where y v (s) is the true output, or the non disturbed output, e(s) is the actual tracking error, whereas ε(s) is the measured tracking error.
The open loop transfer function in this case is given by L(s) GK(s).
In closed loop, the disturbed output y relatively to the output disturbance d is given by:
where S(s) is the sensitivity function, which gives a measure of how sensitive y is to d.
The complementary sensitivity function T (s) is given by
It is also usual to define the control sensitivity function as C(s) KS(s) which gives, in the closed loop, the influence of the output disturbance d(s) in tdhe control signal u(s), and also the the influence from the noise n(s) in the control signal, and may be used to analyze the rejection hability of the controller.
In the shaping approach, the designer, using the controller K(s), seeks to give ideal shapes to the magnitude curves of some of the above transfer functions. In classical control or in the LQG/LTR approaches, the magnitude of the open loop transfer function L(jω) is shaped and the designer seeks to establish the system bandwidth, the roll-off frequency, slopes of L in low, medium and high frequencies, etc. In advanced control approaches, such the H ∞ , it is common to shape the magnitude of the closed loop sensitivity transfer function S, T and C.
From Fig. 2 and the above definitions, one has:
Equations (2)−(5) make explicit the role of the sensitivity functions in the controller design. According to these equations the range of gain of S, measured by its larger singular valueσ(S), must be always small guaranteeing disturbance rejection in the plant output, accordint to (2), and in the control signal, according to (5).σ(S) small will also reduce the actual tracking error, according to (3), and measured tracking error, according to (4).
Another measure of performance is the magnitude of control signals. In most controlled systems it is important to work with moderate control gains, therefore obtaining the so called 'cheap control', which may lead to energy economy, avoid saturation and wear and tear of actuators and reduce the possibility of instability of the controlled system. Observing (5), one sees that moderate control gains may be obtained making C small. Furthermore, when C is small, the influence of disturbances in the plant output and noises in the control signal is reduced.
For good tracking capability, the larger singular value of complementary transfer function,σ(T ), should be large, according to (2), which would not violate the basic definition:
On the contrary, the larger singular value of the complementary transfer function,σ(T ), should be small, for noise attenuation in (2), and reduction of tracking error due to noise in (3). But in this case (6) would be not satisfied, since S and T cannot be made simultaneously small . This conflict shows a necessary trade-off between noise attenuation and tracking capabilities, and a consequent opposition of performance and robust stability. The trade-off may be partially achieved making S and T small in different frequency ranges. Notice also that to keep S small for all frequencies is in general impossible for physical systems. The frequency response of every plant, G, and every controller, K, decrease in high frequencies, therefore L also decreases in high frequencies: σ(L) → 0 when ω → ∞. From (1) and
On the other hand, using results from Fan's theorem, one has:
From (11) results that, when σ(L) 1, which happens when ω → 0, comes:
From (12) and (7) one sees that for physical systems S must be small when ω → 0 and large when ω → ∞ and from (6) the shape of T is also defined.
Since S measure the influence of disturbances in the plant output and the spectrum of disturbance signals are concentrated in low frequencies, making S small in this frequency range leads to an attenuation of the influence of this signals in a closed loop system. Notice further that reference signals are in general also low frequency signals, and therefore making S small in this frequency range will reduce the tracking error according to (3), which is also a very import measure of performance.
Insensitivity to parametric changes in the plant may be achieved making S small where parametric insensitivity is desired, usually in the low frequency range.
Although, one incompatibility still remains and will need a trade-off solution. Model uncertainties grow up asymptotically with the frequency [Doyle, 1982] , and therefore uncertainties may deteriorate the system performance in high frequencies, since the system sensitivity is high in this region. But, since controllers are designed to modify the plant behavior in low frequencies, this problem is not so serious as it appears, once in low and medium frequency ranges plant models are usually satisfactory.
It is still important to point out that making T small in high frequencies will mitigate the deterioration induced by sensor noises, which spectrum usually is concentrated in high frequency ranges.
At last, robustness goals for the closed loop systems in the presence of unstructured uncertainties are presented. According to the small gain theorem [Dailey, 1990] , making C small leads to robustness relatively to additive uncertainty, whereas making T small guarantees robustness relatively to output multiplicative uncertainties.
The requirements for the sensitivity functions and consequently for the open loop transfer function are summarized as follows:
(1) for disturbance rejection, σ(S) small in low frequencies:
⇒ σ(L) large in low frequencies. Preferably σ(L(0)) = ∞, guaranteeing null error when ω → 0 for a step disturbance; (2) for good tracking,
⇒ σ(L) large in low frequencies; (3) for parametric insensitivity of plant parameters, σ(S) small in low frequencies:
⇒ σ(L) large in low frequencies; (4) for noise attenuation: σ(T ) small in high frequencies:
small in high frequencies; (5) for cheap control: σ(C) small in high frequencies:
6) for robust stability in case of additive disturbance:
σ(C) small in high frequencies and according to item 5.: ⇒ σ(K) small in high frequencies; (7) for robust stability in case of multiplicative disturbance: σ(T ) small in high frequencies. ⇒ σ(L) small in high frequencies, according to item 4.; (8) to limit problems introduced by delays, non minimum phase systems, non modelled dynamics in high frequencies and to avoid saturation of actuators, it is also recommended that σ(L) < 1 above the crossing frequency (ω c ) of the system: ⇒ σ(L) small in high frequencies; (9) considering no stability problems, it is also desirable that σ(L) falls quickly in the crossing frequency region.
For fast responses, the system must have a large bandwidth, which will lead to a small phase lag. This is physically and mathematically inconsistent with a high rolloff rate, according to the well known integral gain/phase relation of Bode. According to this relation, there is a phase lag of at least 90
• for a roll-off of 20 dB/decade. Therefore, there is a limit to the roll-off rate, since high roll-off rates will lead to excessive phase lags and consequently, unstable systems. For a stable open loop system with minimum phase, it is possible to say that the rolloff rate cannot exceed 40 dB/decade. For a system with reasonable stability margins, the 'roll-off' must be lower then 40 dB/decade [Ackermann et al. 1993] . well for the closed loop sensitivity functions. Notice that since σ(L) 1 when ω → 0 then:
In the high frequency range, below the 0dB line,
Fig. 3. Robustness Barriers on L, S and T .
From the list above and from Fig. 3 , it is easy to note that the worst-case in high frequencies is related to σ(L), whereas the worst-case in low frequencies is related to σ(L). It is interesting to notice that for good tracking, good disturbance rejection and to parameter insensitivity in general one establish restrictions in the low frequency range of the system. On the other hand, the attenuation of measurement noises and the reduction of energy for control impose restrictions in the high frequency range of the system.
The low frequency limits are usually grouped in one superior limit as:
Let e M (ω) be a superior limit to ∆(ω), or formally:
The conditions for robust performance come from the multivariable Nyquist criterion and may be seen as deformations of the barriers defined for nominal robust performance. The new barrier for robust performance in the low frequency range using the Nyquist criterion for the uncertainty open loop transfer function matrix is as follows:
where ω l max(ω D , ω R , ω ∂ ) is the frequency below which tracking errors and parametric uncertainties must be avoid and disturbance must be rejected.
In the low frequency range, in general σ (∆) 1 and the following is true: (26) can be modified to:
For the high frequency range, according to (18) and the Nyquist theorem applied to the uncertainty open loop plant, the deformed barrier is defined as follows:
where ω h min(ω N , ω K ) > ω c is the frequency above which sensor noises and uncertainties in the model are significative.
BARRIERS FOR THE SUV CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
To apply the shaping approach to synthesis of a control system for an active or semi active suspension of a SUV boils down to find a Transfer Function Matrix (TFM) K(s), which improves the comfort of the vehicle, i.e., reduces the acceleration amplitude of the vehicle suspended mass. As shows Fig. 4 , in the LQG/LTR methodology, for example, the control synthesis basically consists in the calculation of the matrices H and X. After this methodology, matrix K(s) can then be written as follows [Cruz,1996] :
27) where A, B 2 and D are given by the vehicle mathematical model [Crivellaro and Donha, 2011] . In Fig. 4, w(s) is the exogenous signal representing the vertical velocities that the road applies to the wheels and y(s) is a vector composed of two variables: the vehicle sprung mass acceleration and the relative displacement of the suspension. To achieve robust control six barriers are needed to shape the singular values of the open-loop multivariable transfers function L(jw) = GK(jw) or alternatively the sensitivity functions (S(s), C(s) and T (s)).
The first barrier to be imposed, a r , is associated with physical limitations of the rattlespace. In active and semiactive suspension systems, it is necessary to impose an upper limit (0 to 3dB in this case) to the controller gain in frequencies below 0.5 Hz, otherwise the amplitudes of the displacement of wheel relatively to the chassis may become too large. Since the rattle space is obviously limited by construction constraints, the movement of the wheel and of the vehicle body eventually reaches its mechanical limitations, producing shocks between elements and great discomfort. Furthermore, large control gains in the low frequency range are often associated to an integral action, which is not recommended for systems where the input signals for the controller is achieved by accelerometers. Accelerometers often present measurement bias, which integration will lead to saturation of actuators. Although there is no significative influence of the damping ratio in semi-active suspensions at frequencies below 0.5 Hz, if the controller has a high gain in this frequency band it will respond when the vehicle climbs a hill or goes downhill, leading to a drift of the actuators. As a consequence, the actuators inevitably will saturate. This occurs because the vehicle body acceleration measurement is a feedback in many suspension control systems. In addition, accelerometers often present measurement bias, which integration will also lead to the saturation of the actuators.
Next, to guarantee a satisfactory disturbance rejection in the plant output and insensitivity to variations in plant parameters, it is introduced another barrier. Barrier a c is also associated to the level of comfort for users. One way to easily qualify comfort is through the RMS of the acceleration imposed to the body of users of the vehicle, where the exposure time and the range of frequency are also important parameters. As it is well known, there are international standard norms classifying allowed vibrations for users of vehicles (ISO 2631 (ISO , 1978 , (SAE J1490, 1987 . These norms indicate that the critical range of frequency vibration to the human body is roughly between 4 and 8 Hz in the vertical direction and 1 to 2 Hz for movements in the horizontal plane. Considering that the intensity of external disturbances and of the plant variations due to changes in the suspended mass are maximal between 1 and 8 Hz, a second barrier, barrier a c is imposed in this frequency range as a lower limit (here between 0 and 10 dB), since to counteract external disturbances and the problem of parameter variations of the plant, the controller must provide a minimum level of actuation.
Another problem to be taken into account is the jerk, associated to comfort problems known as harshness and straightly connected to the sudden changes in the acceleration sense. Due to its way of work, semi-active suspensions are prone to increase jerk, degrading comfort. This occurs mainly near the sprung and unsprung masses resonant frequencies, where the phase of the vertical vibration movements between sprung and unsprung is different and could reach 90
• . This lag between the vertical velocity of the sprung mass movement and the unsprung mass generate discontinuity in semi-active actuators forces, and consequently jerk, since this kind of actuator can only produce dissipative forces. To guaranty the comfort improvement, the controller design criteria must avoid excessive gains in the sprung masses resonant frequencies. Therefore a third barrier, a j , is proposed here to set a superior limitation to the open loop gain (or sensitivity functions) in this frequency band (mainly from 1 to 4 Hz and upper limit between 20 and 30 dB). This barrier is not necessary in active suspension systems, or if the semi-active actuators, which have an internal mechanism to mitigate the jerk.
The fourth barrier to be imposed, a s , is intended to guarantee that the wheels do not lose contact with the road, improving the safety performance. This barrier also set a superior limit to the open-loop between 0 and 3 dB, now in the wheel-rop range, occurring between 9 and 12 Hz. If the controller tries to reduce the movements of the suspended mass in this frequency range, the amplitude of motions of the wheel tends to increase, producing a large oscillation of the contact force between the road and the wheel and reducing the adherence of the vehicle on the road.
The vibration amplitudes of the vehicle structure are significative for frequencies above of the resonance frequency of the non-suspended mass. Since these vibration modes are not modeled, the model error will rise in this frequency range when the controller is working with the vehicle itself. To diminish the influence of the model error a fifth barrier, a e , is added, leading the open loop gain to be limited by an upper limit varying between −20 and −10 dB in the range of frequencies between 30 Hz and 200 Hz. The function e M (ω) is defined by (22) and the barrier is given by the curve 1/e M (ω) is this bandwidth.
At last, a sixth barrier, a m , is added to mitigate the measurement error. In reality, barriers a e and a m are equivalent to the barrier given in (26). Although the system is described by an continuous system in time, the implementation of the real control system is made by an electronic circuit in time intervals, and the control action is discretized. In this case, the frequency of noise and errors is equal to the sampling rate from the signals of sensors. The objective of this barrier is to restrain the control gain to values bellow −30 dB, leading the own controller to work as a filter of sensor errors and noise.
The six barriers presented before are now introduced in a Bode multivariable graphic, as shown in Fig. 5 . The next step in a LQG/LTR control design procedure would be to choose a controller K(s) so that the singular value curves σ (L) andσ (L) run between the barriers as illustratively shows the blue curves in Fig. 5 . Equivalently and alternatively in a H ∞ control procedure, the objective is to choose K(s) so that the singular values ofσ −1 (S) andσ (T ) do not violate the barriers, and therefore robust performance and robust stability is guaranteed. The shaping referred above and the definition of K(s) are the next step in this research.
CONCLUSIONS
At first, the paper presented a quick tutorial showing how robust controllers maybe designed, puting the shaping methodology in a common frame. By using physical insight To that end, after choosing a real vehicle, in this case a light pick-up truck, the authors proceeded to identify all the sources of discomfort for users, and then create the barriers that should not be violated by the singular value curves linked to the open-loop or to the sensitivity, guaranteeing that the controlled suspension does not operate in some prohibited frequency ranges. A total of six barriers where constructed. The next step in the controller synthesis is to choose a controller that shapes the mentioned singular value curves and avoid the prohibited regions established by the robust barriers. This can be done either by using the open loop functions, such as in the LQG/LTR approach, or the closed loop sensitivity functions, as in the H ∞ approach.
